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Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company specializing in graphics,
marketing, digital printing and mail services housed in one location. Partnering
with medium to large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of solutions supports our
clients in achieving their goals.

We want to hear from you!
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on recent news,
effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam also wants to showcase
your company and its services. We invite you to send us an article about you or
your services to be considered for inclusion in our next gam/mag. This could focus
on something new and exciting about your company or a summary article telling
us all about you that we can share with the gam family. As you continue to get
to know us better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your article today to
info@gamweregood.com.
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BUSINESS NEWS

New storage companies pick up your $5 box,
then deliver it when you want it back

“Communication: the
human connection,
is the key to personal
and career success.”
Paul J. Meyer,
founder of the
Success Motivation
Institute

A

new segment of the storage industry is
challenging the you-haul-it model of
storing your stash. A startup called RedBin
will pickup and store boxes for you, according
to Bloomberg Businessweek.

U.S. Together, their businesses will generate
$33 billion in 2016, according to research
firm IBISWorld. Ellen Faye, president of
the National Association of Professional
Organizers, says people “buy and buy and buy.”

“There are more than 50,000 self-storage
facilities in the U.S. . . . and they
will generate $33 billion in 2016”

Occupancy rates at storage facilities are at
an all-time high, according to SpareFoot, a
website that helps people comparison shop
for the best deals. New businesses want to stay
competitive.

First the New York company’s van drives
to the customer and delivers big red plastic
boxes. A few days later, they send another van
to retrieve the filled boxes. They charge $5 a
month per three-cubic feet box to store them.
Founder Tom Anderson thinks his business
will prosper because U.S. consumers are a
lot better at acquiring things than they are at
letting go. And the on-demand model works
well for apartment dwellers who live far from
traditional storage facilities.
Sixty percent of storage customers live in
25 U.S. metropolitan areas. Services similar
to RedBin are available in Boston, Denver,
Los Angeles and San Francisco. There are
more than 50,000 self-storage facilities in the
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Whether they are grabbing customers
who would have gone to regular storage
companies, or attracting a new kind of
customer, is not clear at this time.

Handy Facebook save feature

On the upper right side of every Facebook
post and video is an upside down caret. If
you click on this, you have the option to
save the post to read later. For example,
you can use this if you want to review a
recipe later. The drop down menu from
the caret also gives you the chance to
hide the post, unfollow the poster, or hide
everything that comes from the originator.

BUSINESS NEWS

Pest Management Services partners
with the Washington Redskins

I

grew up around pest control.
When I was younger, I remember
teachers asking what my parents
do for a living, and I would say
“they kill bugs!” While there
is much more to it than that,
much of my family’s identity
was, and still is, shaped by our
family business. For those of
you who don’t know us, we are a
pest control company servicing
Virginia, Maryland, and WV.
We specialize in all forms of pest
control, and a few years ago we
also became licensed in mold
extermination. Pest Management
Services, Inc. has been in business
for 30 years, and now my brother
and I are learning the ins and outs of pest control from our parents; it truly
is a family affair! We have always been proud of our small, family owned
and operated company, and recently we gained even more of a reason to be
proud when a major sports team decided they loved our services and our
family so much, they wanted us to become the “official pest control partner
of the Washington Redskins.”
It is not often that a small, local business gets an opportunity like this. My
mom often likes to reminisce about the days where we would be at Redskins
games and she would say, “can you imagine how cool it would be to see
a sign with our company name in this stadium?” We would all laugh and
respond with “yeah, right!” Well now my parents’ dream will come true and
our company’s name will be displayed all around Fedex Field via signage, on
the big screen, and even in with all mailed season tickets! We will also have
the opportunity to participate in major Redskins events, including Draft
Day and Loudoun Days . . . and of course we’ll be cheering them on from
the PMSI suite at every home game, and at the London game in October!
We are so proud to be partnering with the Redskins, and now we
are obviously looking forward to the future of our company, which
will hopefully include expansion. To say that we feel excited about this
opportunity would be a vast understatement; we are beyond invigorated,
and this has given our company a huge burst of motivation that has brought
on a whole new level of comraderie. We are also branching out into other
areas of Washington D.C. sports, and you can catch our commercial during
baseball season on 106.7, the Fan. This is a very exciting time for our
business and we are looking forward to seeing what the next few years will
bring. Life is good. HTTR!

Large hotels are
rethinking their
‘goodbye’ practices

Checking out of a hotel used to be
a time-consuming effort, especially if
extra-charge surprises are included.
At large hotels today, the checkout
process is more than
an opportunity to say
goodbye. It’s the hotel’s
final shot at making
a positive impression
and inviting you back.
Experts are
predicting that 2016
will be a record
year for the lodging
industry, but some
hotels will be more
profitable than others.
Those hotels have
more return guests,
partly because of their
farewell practices. At
the Vogue in Dubai,
the concierge offers
you a Mango Las,
an Indian yogurt
drink, according to
Christopher Elliot,
a consumer advocate for National
Geographic Traveler, and a free night.
At the Mirror Lake Resort and Spa
in Lake Placid, N.Y., guests receive a
box of house-made, delicious chocolate
chip cookies for the drive home. When
checking out of the Napa River Inn,
Napa, Calif, you could get a bottle of
wine and a return discount offer. Some
extras hotels charged a fee for are now
free. And some let you check out from
your room the night before.
Always read a bill that is slid under the
room door. If you don’t understand all
the acronyms, ask. If it still doesn’t make
sense, ask to have it removed.

Contributed by Andrea Zaidi of Pest Management Services, Inc. (PMSI)
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The search for motivation is on!
Getting and staying motivated is vital

“I don’t know how
an oath becomes
meaningful unless
you have faith.
Because at the end
you say ‘So help me
God,’ and a promise
to God is different
from a promise to
anyone else.”
Clarence Thomas,
Supreme Court
Justice

W

hether you’re striving to reach a business
goal, or are involved in the day-to-day
operations, lack of motivation can
chip away at your confidence and hurt your
potential for success. Whatever your job may
be, the more motivated you are, the easier it
will be to get today’s work done well.

3. Schedule breaks in your day. Make sure you

Have you ever had this happen to you?
Whether you’re trying to start the day’s work,
or even later in the day, you just don’t know
what to do next. You have no energy and no
good ideas to work on. You have tumbled into
a slump! According to quickbase.intuit.com,
here are six ways to get motivated so you can
become more productive.

4. Get a support group. It’s important to

1. Concentrate on one goal at a time. If you write

5. Change your environment. It could be that

down one goal to accomplish each day,
it’s much easier to be focused and more
motivated. When you have multiple goals,
you will feel overloaded.

2. Choose the right goals. Select goals that

you’re excited about. Basically, you are
more motivated if you are working towards
something that you genuinely want to do or
achieve. Realize that sometimes you have to
do work that you don’t like in order to get
to the work you do like.
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schedule regular breaks in your day so
you can loosen up and recover the energy
that you had lost. For your daily breaks,
you could take lunch, go to get coffee, do a
short errand, or just walk around and talk
to various people.
have other people who want you to be
motivated just as much as you want to
be, and you can help them too. Get the
support of your manager and co-workers
so that they are holding you accountable.
Offer yourself as a member of their
support group.
there are too many distractions in your
current environment. If so, try to work in
a conference room or even at home. It will
feel good to work from a different area
and you won’t be bored.

6. Have something to look forward to. When

you know something good is coming up
in your life, it’s easier to get motivated.
That something could be a vacation, a
night out with friends, a conference or just
a bigger project that is coming up.

BUSINESS NEWS

Store claims the happiest
workers in U.S.

T

he associates at Publix Super
Markets, Inc., say they love to
work there and some continue
to stay for up to 45 years.
Recently Fortune set out to find
out what makes the company so
special. Here’s what they found:
• Their people aren’t just
employees, they are associates
who own stock in the
company and get bonuses for
its performance. Publix, based in Lakeland, Fla., is the
largest employee-owned company in the world.
• The turnover rate is just five percent as opposed to the
retail industry average of 65 percent. Warren Buffet
told Fortune it’s the kind of company he’d like to buy,
because there’s magic in how they run the place.
• Associates have clean-cut personal-appearance
standards. Even Fortune’s interviewer was told he had
to shave his disorderly mustache. Piercings, unnatural
hair color and facial hair (except for neat mustaches)
are not allowed.
•P
 ublix was founded in 1930 by George W. Jenkins
with one store. He wanted to provide a great place to
work, and that hasn’t changed in 86 years. Associates
refer to “Mr. George” and he frequently comes up in
conversations.
• Lining up future CEO candidates is tough because no
associate is better or more important than others. The
current president, Todd Jones, started out bagging
groceries at Publix 36 years ago.

The rush to fill passport renewals

If you are a U.S. citizen, you may travel to Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands without a passport, since
these islands are part of the U.S. All other destinations
require you to have a U.S. passport or a U.S. Passport
Card to travel. Passports were first required for cruise
travel about 10 years ago. At the time, there was a rush
by travelers to renew their passports or to get one for
the first time. Because passports are valid for 10 years,
many will soon be expiring. That means there could be
a rush and delays if many travelers want to renew their
passports at the same time.

Book Review:

Former Secretary of Defense
tells how to be a passionate leader
One top book reviewer says almost any manager or
hopeful has a book on how to lead people, but none will
give career-changing advice like Robert M. Gates does in
“A Passion for Leadership.” Gates is best known as secretary
of defense under George
W. Bush (replacing Donald
Rumsfeld) and under the
Obama administration until
2011. Previously, he was
director of the CIA.
In his book, he compiles
a list of recommendations
for leaders of all sorts, from
Boy Scout troop leaders to
managers and corporate
CEOs. Many are familiar,
such as: set deadlines, don’t
micromanage change,
empower subordinates,
cooperate with the media,
and be prepared to act alone.
Among his more
surprising suggestions, Wall
Street Journal reviewer Matthew Rees says Gates emphasizes:
• Don’t focus on reorganizing staff or structure because it’s
distracting to the organization.
• Be wary of consensus, which invariably yields the lowest
common denominator results.
• Set short deadlines in order to focus attention on an effort
and signal its importance, which creates momentum.
Gates preaches the value of civility and of work-life
balance. While heading the Pentagon, he says he never went
to the office on a Saturday. He appears to be the opposite of
former Apple executive Steve Jobs, who prized secrecy. Mr.
Gates values internal transparence.
“A Passion for Leadership” may persuade some readers to
take the rudiments of authority and command more seriously
and they may even take leadership training. Gates’ only
training was in 1959 when he attended a program by the Boy
Scouts, which he now leads.
“A Passion for Leadership” by Robert M. Gates, Knopf, 239
pages, $27.95.
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Three ways to tame student loan debt
and afford a mortgage

“Those who look only
to the past or present
are certain to miss
the future.”
John F. Kennedy,
35th president of the
United States

S

tudent loans can make buying a home a
challenge because they can be included in
the buyer’s debt-to-income ratio, or DTI, the
percentage of monthly income that is spent on
payments for mortgages, loans, and minimum
credit card payments. This ratio is one factor
lenders use to decide whether a buyer can
afford a mortgage. They prefer a DTI ratio of 36
percent, but sometimes make allowances. The
house payment is an important part of DTI,
affected by the home’s price, taxes and interest.
Whether student loans are included in DTI
depends on the type of loan. For a conventional
mortgage or VA loan, student loans will be
included even if the payments have been
deferred. If you apply for an FHA loan, student
loans will not be included if the payments have
been deferred for at least 12 months.
The best plan to get started in a home if you
have student loan debt is to have less debt,
make more money, or move debt around,
according to housing writer Marcie Geffner.
Don’t get a car loan if you want a house. Settle
for a used car that you can pay cash for. Pay
off installment debt and don’t use credit cards.
Some lenders will remove an installment
Page 8 • gam|mag • May 2016

payment if the loan will be paid off within 10 or
fewer payments. An option that may be open
to some is to pay off all or part of a student loan
with a private loan from family.
Married buyers may be able to move their
debt around if they don’t live in a community
property state. They could refinance an existing
auto loan and put it in the name of the spouse.
You can also increase income. Generally,
income must be documented for two years
to be included in DTI. But a buyer’s college
history can make up almost all of that twoyear time frame. A new job isn’t necessarily a
negative, especially if it comes with a higher
salary. You must have 30 days of pay stubs.

Keep up on your credit report

It’s important to check your credit reports
on a regular basis to ensure that there
aren’t any errors and to help protect
yourself against fraud and ID theft. Visit
annualcreditreport.com. Each year you’re
entitled to one free credit report from
each of the three major reporting agencies:
Equifax, Experian and TransUnion.

YOUR FINANCES

Tax-free savings plans for people
with disabilities

The Thrift Savings Plan
is a 401(k)-type program
for military people

S

tates across the nation are beginning to
offer an investment account for people
with disabilities. It’s similar to the 529
college savings plans. The first states to
offer the plans were Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Florida, Virginia and Nebraska.

A new program will help service
men and women save money with a
government match, much like a 401(k)
program. The fiscal 2016 defense
spending bill, approved by Congress
recently creates a
401(k)-type retirement
program called a Thrift
Savings Plan that
allows service members
to contribute money
with the government
matching up to five
percent of it for over
26 years.

“A key feature of the plans: having the
savings won’t disqualify people from
valuable federal benefits”
Achieving a Better Life Experience
(ABLE) accounts allow those with
disabilities and their families to invest
money and withdraw it later, with tax
free earnings, for housing, education,
transportation, health care and employment training.
A key feature of the plans: having the savings won’t disqualify people from
valuable federal benefits, such as Medicaid.
Before ABLE, people with disabilities became ineligible for federal benefits,
such as SSI and Medicaid, if they had more than $2,000 in cash and property,
$3,000 for couples. An ABLE account allows tax-free withdrawals for a wide
range of expenses, but if withdrawals are used for unqualified purposes, the
earnings will be taxed as regular income.
To qualify for ABLE, the beneficiary’s disability must have begun before age
26. Up to $14,000 can be deposited in an ABLE account yearly. If the savings
account balance reaches $100,000, the owner will no longer be eligible for
federal benefits.

Google dorking

A search engine technique called Google dorking allows evil hackers to
discover vulnerable computer systems. Hackers type in the right dorky
search terms and they can access all sorts of computers that have outof-date operating systems. This includes unprotected video cameras in
your own home and public systems as well. In one scary case, according
to cnet.com, an Iranian hacker got access to a dam in Rye Brook, NY.,
using Google dorking. The breach in 2013 occurred when the dam was
undergoing maintenance. Fortunately, the dam system was disconnected
from the computer controller. Had it not been, the hacker might have
opened the flood gates. He and six other hackers have been indicted
for this and breaking into banks. The dorking issue again brings up the
importance of updating computer systems. Next time that inconvenient
update pops up, install it immediately.

Unlike the current
Thrift Savings
Plan, this one
offers government
contributions. The new
system is aimed at the
83 percent of troops
who don’t make it to
retirement.
“The goal is to help attract and
retain ‘the best and the brightest’ to
an all-volunteer force,” says U.S. Rep.
Joseph Heck, a Nevada Republican and
chairman of the Military Personnel
Subcommittee.
This goes a long way to meeting
recruitment and retention goals of the
force,” says Heck, who is a brigadier
general in the Army Reserve and a
physician.
“Once you get out, you don’t have a
job unless you are very lucky. If we had
a program like that, it would provide
a buffer to get back to your home of
record and be not so stressed about
getting back on your feet, finding a place
to live and settling in.”
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Five biggest changes to the small employer
market since Health Care Reform

“Understand the
importance of the
most identifiable
quality of a winner:
that of positive selfexpectancy. Winners
expect another good
day, a promotion,
a raise, to find a
parking space, a
productive meeting,
and a harmonious
family life – and they
usually get them.”
Denis Waitley,
author, business and
personal advisor

F

or the first few years after the signing of the
Affordable Care Act in 2010, the movement
was slow. Beginning on January 1, 2014,
changes impacting the small employer market
became significant. Here are the top five
changes to the small employer since 2014:

1. No Medical Underwriting

Before Health Care Reform, small
employers were required to apply for
coverage with insurance companies. This
necessitated the gathering of as much
medical data as possible so underwriters
could determine the appropriate insurance
rates for a company. If your company
consisted mostly of young adults with
minimal conditions, then it was likely your
rates would be lower. However, if your
company employed all 55 year-olds with
chronic conditions, you would incur a “rate
up” from the insurance company to prepare
them for higher than normal claims.
Now, the landscape is quite different, and
your company does not need to provide
insurance companies all that medical
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information on the front end. Instead,
rates are uniform across the board for all
employers, and pre-existing or potential
conditions no longer have bearing on the
rates for small employers.

2. Pre-existing conditions no longer excluded
As mentioned above, it does not matter
what an employee, or potential employee,
has in the form of any medical condition.
The applications don’t request that
information, so you are not required to
provide it.

3. Rates are now age based
Rates are now based on the age of each
employee. They actually go down to each
year, so that a 31 year-old will have a
higher rate than a 30 year-old. When it
comes to insuring dependents, you simply
take the dependent’s rate for their age and
add that to the employee’s rate for their
age to acquire the total rate. This has had
some negative effects on a family’s rate.
For example, if and your spouse are both
45 and you have three children ages 12, 15,

S TAY I N G W E L L

Baby boomers, get
tested for hepatitis C

24, you will have to look up the rate for each
person and their age. Then, you will add it all
together to get the total rate.

4. All plans are medal rated

If you were born between the years
1945 through 1964, you are in the largest
group of people at increased risk for
chronic hepatitis C. It’s a viral infection
that can cause serious liver damage.
Especially if you are in this age group,
the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
recommends testing. The disease is often
silent and not diagnosed until it’s already
causing liver damage.

Plans are now constructed to fall into different
categories that are medal labeled. The top
medal, Platinum, requires that the plans pay
90% on claims. The next down is the Gold
level (requires 80%), Silver level (70%) and
lastly the Bronze level (60%). Anything below
the Bronze level is a catastrophic plan and is
only available to employees that are younger
than 30 years old.

5. Employers are NOT allowed to
reimburse employees for their plans
Through the years, I have seen some employers who want their employees to
purchase their own policies and then reimburse them for all or a portion of
the cost. This is no longer allowed by the IRS and can be heavily fined. Even
before Health Care Reform, I have advised employers against this. A dollar
spent reimbursing does not go as far as a dollar spent on an actual plan. The
tax benefits are better for purchasing a plan and you can have your employee’s
portion taken out pre-tax, which you cannot do through reimbursement.
For some small employers, these changes have been advantageous due to
lower rates. However, the rates are starting to creep up as more data comes in
on the new plans that were introduced in 2014. The market is still changing,
almost on a monthly basis, and it shows no signs of stopping with the current
political climate.
If you have any questions about Health Care Reform or would like to discuss
its effects on your business, please call us directly at 703.430.8970 or send us an
email at bill@sbisonline.com.
Contributed by Bill Schmidt, Small Business Insurance Solutions, Inc.

Actually taking vacation days

Last year, LinkedIn joined the ranks of other tech companies by offering
employees unlimited time off. But there was a problem with that. Research
reported in Health magazine shows that without set guidelines, some
people never ask for a vacation. But it’s key for your physical and mental
health to take advantage of however much time off you’re given. Christine
Carter, PhD, a sociologist at UC Berkeley says, “Not doing any work is
crucial to reaping the benefits of vacation. Those benefits include reducing
your risk of heart attacks and depression. She also says:
• Net productivity increases both before and after a vacation.
• Have a trusted colleague check your emails while you’re away and
organize them by priority so you don’t return to a stuffed inbox.
• Schedule a re-entry day. Before going back to work, take a day at home to
unpack, return messages and restock the fridge. You’ll stay more relaxed if
you’re not scrambling to catch up.

Seventy to eighty percent of people
with hep C have no symptoms. They
may go for years, even decades, without
knowing they have the virus.
About 2.7 million people in the U.S.
have chronic hepatitis C, (HCV) which
can be spread only by direct contact with
the blood or bodily fluids of those who
have it.
• You are at higher risk if you have
injected drugs or shared needles
• You received donated blood or
organs before 1992 or clotting factor
concentrates before 1987
• Had piercing or tattoos in a
nonsterile environment
• Are HIV infected
• Are a healthcare worker who may
have been exposed to it.
At David Geffen School of Medicine,
UCLA Los Angeles, Sammy Saab, a
professor of medicine and surgery, says
it’s better to know whether or not you
have HCV. The benefits of identification
are many. Regular care can help infected
individuals improve their health.
“In addition to getting any necessary
treatment, you can take steps to protect
your liver,” says Dr. Saab, “such as avoiding
alcohol, maintaining a healthy weight and
getting vaccinated for hepatitis A and B,
pneumonia and the flu.”
There is no vaccine for hepatitis C.
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Research leading to a vaccine?
Zika virus is tied to a neurological disorder

“Work separates
us from three evils:
boredom, vice and
need.”
Voltaire,
18th Century poet
and philosopher

Z

ika virus is a disease that is spread by a virus
to people, primarily through the bite of an
infected Aedes mosquito, but also by sexual
intercourse with an infected person. The most
common symptoms are fever, rash, joint pain,
and conjunctivitis (red eyes). The illness is
usually mild, so people don’t go to the hospital.
Many people don’t realize they are infected.

“the World Health Organization declared
Zika to be a public health emergency
of international concern”
In May 2015, the Pan American Health
Organization issued an alert about the first
confirmed Zika virus infection in Brazil.
On February 1, 2016, the World Health
Organization declared Zika a public health
emergency of international concern.
At this point, most of the diagnosed cases
in the U.S. are among women who traveled
to South America. The virus can be spread
from a pregnant woman to her fetus and has
been linked to a serious birth defect of the
brain called microcephaly. Infected babies
have under-sized heads and reduced mental
capabilities.
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The Centers for Disease Control
recommends that pregnant women delay travel
to areas with Zika until after their child is born.

It’s tied to another disease
Evidence that the Zika virus can cause a
paralyzing neurological disorder is growing.
Research published in The Lancet confirmed
a link between Zika and Gullain-barre
syndrome, a neurological disorder in which
the immune system attacks the nervous
system. It causes temporary but sometimes
severe paralysis. Brazil, Colombia and El
Salvador have reported increases in cases of
the disorder.

The hunt is on for a vaccine
Some 15 pharmaceutical companies are
working intensely to develop Zika vaccines.
Sanofi, SA, Inovio Pharmaceuticals and
NewLink Genetics are among them.
The U.S. National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases and BharatBiotech
International are farther along than others.
Scientists quoted in the Wall Street Journal
feel confident that they will be able to shorten
normal development and testing timelines,
which could take a decade or more.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Five food rules to use for enjoying a
long and healthy life

I

t’s National Nutrition Month, a good time to
re-evaluate your eating habits, as well as those
of your loved ones. The good news? Research
by Laura Dixon, a Caring.com editor, shows
that regardless of your age, keeping key food
guidelines in mind can boost your health. The
guidelines include these:
1. Choose whole foods over processed foods. They
generally are composed of one ingredient,
have been refined as little as possible, and
don’t include added salt, carbohydrates or
fat. Whole foods include fruits, vegetables,
nuts and legumes.
2. Get more of your food from plants. Eating plant-based foods and limiting meat
can boost health outcomes and possibly add years to your life. Fruits and
vegetables are associated with a lower risk for heart disease and cancer, and
they help you stay full longer. In a study published in the American Journal
of Clinical Nutrition, participants who ate meat less than once a week had a
significantly lower risk of death over time than those who ate it more often.
Cutting back on red meat can cut your risk of dying early, the National
Cancer Institute has found.
3. Slash sugar. It may be one of the best things you can do for your health. The
American Heart Association recommends no more than nine teaspoons a
day for men and six for women.
4. Eat nuts. They are one of the best snacks. In one study, participants who ate a
handful of nuts daily were less likely to die for any reason over a three-decade
period. Registered dieticians and nutritionists recommend nuts as part of a diet
for a longer life, according to a 2013 New England Journal of Medicine study.
5. Water, coffee, tea and red wine are fine. The vast majority of the long-living
people were found to drink these liquids. Voluminous research has shown
the health benefits of drinking plenty of water, especially as you age, when
it’s easier to become dehydrated. Meanwhile, coffee is an antioxidant.
Antioxidants are linked to lower rates of diseases and conditions.

Tracking vegetable trends

Nutritionists at Tufts University say that American farmers, who are
responsible for four-fifths of the vegetables we eat, produced five percent
more last year, but American consumers aren’t eating more vegetables. A
U.S. Department of Agriculture report says vegetable consumption was
about the same last year as the year before. The report did reveal a few
encouraging shifts in consumption. There was a small decline in fresh
white potatoes and processed potatoes, iceberg lettuce and sweet corn.
Among the more nutritious vegetables trending up are Romaine lettuce,
sweet potatoes, cauliflower, carrots, asparagus and artichokes.

Modern-day Florence
Nightingales number
in the millions

Most Americans agree that a nurse
has played an important role in their
life on several occasions. The nurse
may work in a doctor’s office, a school,
a hospital or a nursing home. Some
provide private care in a

“For 14 straight years,
the public has ranked
nursing as the top
profession for honesty
and ethical standards”
patient’s home. Each is
honored for a plethora of
reasons: a caring nature,
empathy, selflessness,
dependability, honesty,
trustworthiness, and
commitment.
May 6 is designated
National Nurses Day and
Nurses Week extends
through May 12th,
Florence Nightingale’s
birthday. Millions
will honor those who
followed in her footsteps
and regard her as their role model.
There are currently 3,131,000 Registered
Nurses (RNs) in the United States and
836,000 Licensed Practical Nurses (LPNs),
according to Kaiser Family Foundation
research. For 14 straight years, the public
has ranked nursing as the top profession
for honesty and ethical standards,
according to Gallup.
The theme for National Nurses Week
in 2016 is Culture of Safety: It Starts
With YOU. It refers to the responsibility
of everyone, including doctors, nurses,
hospital personnel at all levels and the
patients and their visitors.
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OF INTEREST

The tiny house lifestyle is a growing trend

“Courage is what
it takes to stand up
and speak. Courage
is also what it takes
to sit down and
listen.”
Winston Churchill,
Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom

I

n a world where things seem complicated,
the romance of a tiny home is a new
lifestyle trend, but, ironically, not without its
complications. Smaller homes generally are
selling well throughout the country, especially
since first-time buyers have returned to the
housing market.

“These homes appeal to people who want
to save money on housing, live simply,
or lessen their footprint on the earth”
But the tiny house movement is different.
These homes, which are usually no more
than 350 to 500 square feet, appeal to people
who want to save money on housing, live
simply, or lessen their footprint on the earth.
According to tinyhousecommunity.com,
you can buy plans and materials for a DIY
tiny home for about $35,000 or a finished tiny
home for about $75,000.
In areas with high rent and housing costs,
this might seem an inexpensive choice, but
there are issues with living tiny. To begin with,
a tiny home has to be either on a foundation
or on wheels. Zoning and city building codes
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can be an impediment to building a tiny
home on a foundation near a city even if the
tiny home is stick built. Minimum size and lot
requirements are common. In addition, cities
often insist that the home hook up to city
services.
Meanwhile a tiny house on wheels has
different problems. Many jurisdictions
consider it to be a Recreational Vehicle. This
means owners are often limited to a bivouac
in RV parks, probably not in a preferred
neighborhood and sometimes not yearround. Also these parks add a lot rent. Private
citizens often advertise parking for tiny home
with lot rents from $300 to $750 per month.
One tiny house blogger had an entirely
unique experience, though. After a frustrating
2.5 years of building and detailing his tiny
home, he had spent about $40,000 on plans
and materials. He then bought a small lot in
the country for his home on wheels. One day,
he came home to find the tiny house gone. A
group of drug addicts actually dragged the
tiny house away. He did get the house back
but his wife’s taste for tiny living was gone.
Read more at caseyfriday.com.

OF INTEREST

A mannequin could welcome you,
call you by name

How big is the solar
system compared to,
say, a soccer field?

F

acial recognition by computers was
born in 1994. When Joseph Atick
and two fellow mathematicians at
Rockefeller University introduced
themselves to a computer, a metallic
voice responded, “I see Joseph . . . I see
Paul . . . I see Norman.”

“sales of facial-recognition hardware
and software will reach $6.2 billion”
Now, two decades later, they say it’s
just a matter of time until we will see the
technology reach department stores and
shopping malls. “It’s ready right now,”
says Werner Goertz, an analyst who
authored a report on facial recognition
by retailers, casinos, and theme parks.
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, the technology was on display at
the National Retail Federation’s annual Big Show in New York and at the
International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, both held in January.
Bloomberg forecasts that sales of facial-recognition hardware and software will
reach $6.2 billion by 2020. “With increasing competition from online sources,
retailers have to become much smarter about how they engage consumers,”
says Allen Ganz, head of NEC America that markets biometrics to companies.
Picture this. As you enter one of your favorite stores, a talking mannequin
greets you by name and tells you the pants that match the blouse you bought a
week earlier have been marked down.
Ganz won’t say which stores may be he first to roll out NeoFace. In the
United States, Walmart, Giorgio Armani and Macy’s are exploring or staging
trials of facial recognition and other surveillance tools. The tools are being
considered in Europe and Asia.

National Bike to Work Day

This year, Bike to Work Day is celebrated on Friday, May 20, 2016 in
the USA. It’s an annual event held in the United States and Canada. It
promotes the bicycle as an option for commuting to work. Biking to
work keeps miles off your car’s odometer and the fresh air makes you
feel great. Leading up to Bike to Work Day, bicycle advocacy groups
encourage people to try bicycle commuting as a healthy and safe
alternative to driving. They provide route information and tips for new
bicycle commuters. On Bike to Work Day, a wide variety of bicycle-related
events are organized. Bike to Work Day was originated by the League of
American Bicyclists in 1956 and is a part of Bike-to-Work Week, which is
part of National Bike Month.

Former NASA scientist Mark Rober
was amazed by recent news that an
unseen ninth planet is orbiting the
sun. The planet can only be inferred to
exist from mathematical evidence. But,
scientists say, it’s there,
orbiting the sun every
15,000 years or so.
This inspired Rober to
demonstrate just how
far away the ninth planet
would be. So he went to
a soccer field.
• On the first yard line
of the soccer field, he
placed a soccer ball.
That was to be the scale
of our sun.
• On the 10th yard line,
he placed a fleck of
pepper. That’s mercury.
• 19th yard line: Venus,
the size of a round pin
head.
• 26th yard line: Earth,
the size of a pinhead,
orbited by a grain of salt (the moon).
• 40th yard line: Mars, a fleck of pepper.
• 135 yards away from the sun and out of
the soccer field: Jupiter, a grape.
• 2.5 soccer fields away: Saturn, a smaller
grape.
• 5 soccer fields away: Uranus, a pea.
• 8 soccer fields away: Neptune, a pea.
• And finally, the elusive and mysterious
planet 9. Pea size. To travel to it from
the soccer sun on the first yard line,
you must walk for about five and a half
hours to make the 17.5 mile distance.
That is 309 soccer fields away, if you’re
counting.
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Five essential steps to getting yourself
off that couch each and every day

“Look for the good
in every person and
every situation. You’ll
almost always find it.”
Brian Tracy,
American author and
business consultant

B

ritish fitness convert Susannah Taylor reveals
five ways she gets moving even when moving
is the last thing she wants to do. Taylor, the
editor of the health hub Get the Gloss, started
out exhausted and weary as she worked on
the launch of her business. At one point, she
commuted three hours daily, took care of her
two kids, and promoted her business.
At a dinner party three years ago she
found herself miserable and exhausted from
work and commuting. As Taylor sipped her
third glass of wine at a dinner party, she had
a conversation with one of her fittest friends
about exercise. She became convinced that
moving her body would make her feel more
alive, less exhausted and less stressed.
Today, she exercises three to five times a
week and she feels great. Here are the five
essential tips for getting off the couch:
1. Start slowly. If you are going running, start
by walking fast and then at that moment
where your walk breaks into a jog, stay at
that pace and you’ll be able to go farther.
2. Exercise even when you don’t feel like it.
No one ever regretted a workout, she says.
3. Overthrow the “stay here on the sofa”
gremlin who says “It’s cold”; “it’s starting
to rain”; “I haven’t got time”, “it’s late”; “I’m
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tired”; “I’m hungry”; “it’s getting dark.” Go
out anyway.
4. Put your trainer outfit and shoes on and
walk out the door. You’ll feel really guilty
if you then go back inside.
5. Buy some new training clothes. Whether
it’s a pair of leggings, a bright new pair of
running shoes, or just a vest top, wearing
flattering, stylish training clothes inspires
you to work out. And make sure you buy a
good sports bra.

The brain is like a muscle,
so exercise it more often

The mainstream view in neuroscience
today is that the living brain is actually
neuroplastic, meaning its circuits are
constantly changing in response to what we
do. As we think, perceive, form memories
or learn new skills, the connections
between brain cells also change and
strengthen. Far from being hard-wired, the
brain has circuits that very rapidly form,
un-form and reform. Researchers at Cardiff
University in the UK found that the
physical activity with the largest positive
impact on the brain was vigorous exercise.

OF INTEREST

Online retailers now adding more
brick-and-mortar

No emails during
dinner, honoring
personal time

A

mazon.com is planning to open
bookstores across the country, even
though it was Amazon that killed the
storefront book store. Large and small
Internet retailers have found success reaching
shoppers with their storefronts and kiosks.
Amazon will use the stores to showcase its
electronics and attract customers who do not
shop online. A Seattle bookstore already sells
devices such as the Amazon Fire tablets and
Kindle e-readers.
Clothing and jewelry sellers are focusing on
the biggest disadvantage of online shopping.
Their showroom stores allow customers to
touch, feel and try on goods before buying
them online. Clothing boutique stores, such
as men’s clothing company Bonobos, Inc.,
say shoppers who visit a physical store tend to buy 50 percent more than
those who shop online. In its 20 stores, customers can try on clothing before
ordering it over their website, reports Bloomberg Businessweek.
Executives at Warby Parker, Inc., a seller of glasses and sunglasses, say the
company has been blown away by the economics of their stores. The company
has opened stores in about two dozen U.S. locations since 2013. Customers can
try on their glasses and sunglasses before ordering them online.
Even after years of strong growth, web retailers find that about 90 percent of
shopping is still done in physical stores, according to Fortune. Many customers
prefer the intimacy of shopping at a physical store. At the same time,
traditional retailers are dealing with the opposite problem: too much retail
space. Giants like Wal-Mart, the Gap, and Sears Holdings are subleasing parts
of their stores to others or are closing stores.

Facebook’s emoji offer more moods

Facebook’s new emoji symbols serve both users and advertisers. The
company chose the subjects for its emoji pieces after a year of research in
focus groups and surveys. The new symbols mirror the five emotions people
most commonly want to express. The symbols are based on the classic smiley
face and offer button responses of like, love, laughing, surprised, angry and
sad. To reach them, hold the “like” button on mobile, or hover over the like
button on a desktop, and the five symbols come into view. The emoji don’t
need to be translated into other languages. Facebook designed them to be
clear expressions used by customers around the world. Called Reactions
Emoji, the new symbols give the data-driven company even greater insight
into what interests users. In turn, that could give Facebook’s advertisers
greater insights into what status updates would be best.

Today the boss and your colleagues
can reach you 24-7, at night, on
vacation, at your kid’s soccer game.
Technology has been seeping into off
work hours for years and the problem is
worldwide. Volkswagen
AG recently passed a
corporate-wide rule
banning business emails
between 6:15 pm and 7:00
am. German employees
love it.
In the U.S. the issue
has resulted in overtime
lawsuits. Managers can
solve the problem.

• B uild in predictability.
Nancy Rothbard, a
Wharton School
management professor
recommends spending
part of Friday afternoon
scheduling time to
complete mandatory
projects for the next week so you won’t
end up doing them at night.

• S chedule a 4 p.m. triage. Decide what

your team should finish by the next day.
Laura Vanderkam, author of “What
the Most Successful People Do Before
Breakfast,” asks “If an evil villain cut the
power, what would you still do?”

• U se lunchtime for check-ins. Make social

and brainstorming rounds while
grabbing some food. That way you
get interaction, but can still deal with
anything that comes up before quitting
time, Vanderkam says.

Other experts, quoted in Bloomberg
Businessweek, say the open configuration
of offices is partly to blame because no
one gets to concentrate.
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No place to dig a garden? Grow edibles
on a patio, deck, porch or balcony

“No matter your
background or
knowledge, if you
can’t get your point
across with power
and conviction, no
one will take you
seriously.”
Anonymous

C

ontainer gardening has grown rapidly
in recent years. Burpee.com is offering
compact and dwarf varieties intended to
succeed in small spaces. Containers make it
easier for you to control the soil, light, water
and fertilizer.
Bigger containers are better. The greatest
challenge of container vegetable growing is
watering, since soil dries out faster in pots than
in the ground. A larger volume of soil won’t dry
out as fast, but be sure that any container has
holes so excess water can drain away.
Self-watering containers have a reservoir
beneath the soil topped with a grid through
which the roots can reach down to the water.
With these containers you won’t have to water
as often, but you still have to fill the reservoir
daily. Spread mulch over the soil in pots just
as you would in a garden.
Herbs are easy to grow, especially if you
begin with transplants. They add a fresh-grown
taste to almost any meal, but remember that all
herbs need full sun. Some, such as rosemary,
prefer dryer soil and fewer nutrients.
With pots, you may be able to finesse a sun
shortage. Place a wheeled pot trolley (available
in garden centers) under a large pot and move
it to follow the sun.
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Baby greens, such as lettuce and spinach,
are simple to grow, sow seeds right in the
pot. They take a week to sprout, but then will
quickly reach a harvest size of three to four
inches. Everybody loves tomatoes, but they
take some work. For pots, find dwarf varieties
that only grow to a certain size and bear all
their fruit in a few weeks.
Buy transplants rather than trying to start
them from seed. You need a large container,
at least the size of a five-gallon bucket. Selfwatering containers are wise because they
even out the water and fertilizer supply and
deter cracking, but you still will need to water
frequently in summer. Provide a cage for
all but the most dwarf determinate tomato
varieties. Or install sturdy stakes when you
plant and tie new shoots to the stakes.

Live video

Facebook has announced a live video
feature, an idea that has arrived and will be
debuting all over the Web. Conventional
media, sports broadcasting, weathercasts,
will soon be live on Facebook Live. Other
social media companies, like YouTube, are
preparing to begin live web broadcasting.

OF INTEREST

A ‘Memorial Day’ to inspire your
active participation

Yeah, do your
laundry like a man

O

n May 15, 2016, citizens nationwide
honor the service and sacrifices of
our law enforcement officers in local
observances, and officers from every
state and territory pay homage to the
fallen at the 35th Annual Police Officers
Memorial Ceremony in Washington, D.C.
near the Capital. Flags are lowered to halfstaff on all government buildings.
The remembrance day became law in
1962 as part of National Police Week,
which begins on the Sunday of May that
includes the 15th. Some 45,000 visitors
gather to witness the two-hour memorial
service in front of the Capitol, followed by
the Wreath Laying Ceremony. Attendees
include representatives from state police departments and worldwide law
enforcement agencies. Family members and friends of newly fallen officers
find solace and support in verification of their valor. The officers’ names are
engraved on one of the two 304-foot-long curving marble walls along with the
names of all other officers who have been killed on duty since the first known
death in 1791.
National Police Week activities take place at every level; 29 organizations
participate in event planning. The 25th Candlelight Vigil takes place May 13
at 8 p.m. and will be streamed live online at www.LawMemorial.org/webcast.
The 5K race on Saturday honors the fallen and raises funds for families.
The hallmark spirit of police officers, who along with our armed forces
convey courage, valor and strength, are best said by President George H.W.
Bush in an inspiring quotation at one of the entrances. “Carved on these walls
is the story of America, of a continuing quest to preserve both democracy and
decency and to protect a national treasure that we call the American dream.”

Forget the hoverboard . . . Adults like scooters
for trips too long to walk and too short to drive

Some call them basic for multigenerational play, but adult scooter riders
say the kick and steer action is a great workout and a great way to travel
various distances with their children. One dad didn’t start with that in mind.
The 34-year-old used his 6-year-old daughter’s scooter to keep up with the
kids who were learning to ride bicycles. He eventually bought an adult-size
Razor model. Now he uses it to ride with them to the park, several blocks
away, or to visit their uncle. Distributors for the Swiss-made adult Micro
Kickboard say they now sell 14 models, up from six models five years ago.
They currently have six models for children, ranging from $80 to $160.
Lightinbox.com has a wide selection of adult scooters for about $170 each.

In a fundamental shift, more men are
doing laundry. Marketers are adapting
washers and soap formulas for those
who won’t sort. Whirlpool added a cycle
to keep colors from mixing because the
guys don’t sort. According to the Wall
Street Journal, Hero Clean detergent is
geared for days-old
stains because men
tend to leave dirty
clothes sit around.

“the difference is
particularly stark
with men 18 to 34”
Men and women
do laundry differently,
but the difference is
particularly stark with
men, age 18 to 34,
with 67 percent saying
they were “mainly
responsible” for the
laundry, up from 44
percent in 2013. Nearly
60 percent of men,
age 35 to 54, are doing
laundry. Among men
ages 55 and older, just
35 percent claimed
laundry responsibility in this survey.
Proctor and Gamble, the largest
detergent maker in the U.S., has stopped
using the word “she” in its internal
discussions. P&G vice president Sundar
Raman of P&G’s North American
Fabric Care Unit, says because habits
change they now talk about him and her.
In its ads, the company deliberately
portrays men as confident launderers.
It’s online video campaign for Tide pods
features NFL stars and other athletes
who are on the short side along with a
“small but powerful” slogan.
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SENIOR LIVING

More women who could retire
opt to stay on the job longer

“And I’m proud to be
an American, where
at least I know I’m
free. And I won’t
forget the men who
died, who gave that
right to me.”
Lee Greenwood,
American country
music artist

I

n 1992, one in 12 women worked past age 65.
This year, that number is about one in seven.
The U.S. Labor Department projects that
number to grow to one in five by 2024.
At the Urban Institute it’s called one of
the most stunning developments in the labor
market over the last 50 years. Since 2007, the
share of older working women has grown
while the percentage of every other category
of U.S. workers (by gender and age) has
declined or hasn’t grown.
Many Americans continue working because
they find their jobs rewarding, and many
full-timers and part-timers enjoy the social
aspects of their jobs more than staying home.
Others work to pay off debt or increase
their savings. In the last recession, many
older workers were forced out of their jobs,
especially women, according to the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Older men and women are leaving the
workforce more slowly than in the past,
suggesting a greater potential labor supply
than unemployment figures typically imply.
And older workers are better off financially,
thanks to two-income households and realestate equity.
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But they also have more debt than in the
past. Half of homeowners age 65 and older
had a mortgage for about $88,000 in 2013,
up from $43,000 in 2001. And many still
have student loan debt for themselves or for a
child’s education.
Americans are more highly educated, but
workforce participation among those 65 and
older with a college education is roughly
double those with less than high school.
For women age 55 to 64, the percentage
is about the same for high school and
college graduates, according to census data
maintained by the University of Minnesota.

People want to know what’s in
the food, where it comes from
Hershey Co.’s “smart labels” put more
nutrition information on packages and
will soon tell where ingredients come
from. Kellogg Co. and General Mills
now feature on their websites, the names
and profiles of farmers who grow wheat
and oats for their cereals. It’s trending.
Consumers want to know more about
food production.

SENIOR LIVING

Debunking the “lonely old people”
stereotype for good

Seniors could soon be
using driverless cars

ost senior survey respondents say
they’re rarely lonely, if ever. It appears
they are too busy and involved with
activities to be lonely. It’s no secret that
aging comes with numerous challenges,
but Nick DiUlio, a Caring.com author,
says it might surprise many to learn that
loneliness doesn’t have to be one of them.

Google, GM, Ford, Tesla and BMW
are all researching and testing automated
car technology. While the prospect of
robotic cars may be anxiety-provoking to
some, a car that drives itself at the push of
a button could mean more freedom and
mobility for older adults

M

According to a new study commissioned
and conducted by Princeton Survey
Research and Associates International in
January 2016, 628 adults age 65 and older
were asked how often they feel lonely or
isolated from family and friends.
Considering the survey’s findings, it would appear that far fewer Americans
aged 65 and older are as lonely as one might assume. The survey’s findings
show that only six percent of respondents said they “often” feel lonely, while 16
percent said they feel lonely “sometimes,” and a staggering 59 percent said they
“never” feel lonely.
Psychologists have a more technical explanation. “This is a subset of a much
larger issue, which is the subjective well-being of older adults,” says Dr. Paul
Chafetz, a Dallas-based gero-psychologist and former associate professor of
psychology at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center. “And
what we’re finding from more and more research is really the opposite of what
most people believe about late life.”

Exercise, psychology brings relief for back pain

For patients who have not been successful with treatments like surgery and
narcotic pills, doctors are trying a new approach for treating back pain. In
functional restoration, patients learn to manage back pain, even if it’s not
completely eliminated, and get back to work, sports and daily activities.
To build strength and endurance, exercises they learn to do daily include:
CHAIR BEND. Sit in a chair with knees apart. Bend forward and reach back
between your legs. Hold for 3 seconds. HIP TWIST. Lie on your back with
knees bent and feet together. Rotate hips to either side. Do it 10 times per
session. PEEL UP. Lie face down with hands beside your chest. Raise your chest
up, keeping low back and legs relaxed. Repeat 10 times per session. SIDE
STRETCH. Standing beside the wall with one hand against it, slowly stretch
your hips toward the wall with the other hand at the waist, supporting your
body. Hold 3 seconds. Psychological and behavioral counseling teach coping
skills and help patients get over the fear of movement that comes with “pain
catastrophizing,” according to the Wall Street Journal. Americans spend about
$90 billion a year on tests, surgery and treatments for back pain, which is the
leading cause of disability for people under age 45.

The decision to
stop driving can have
an enormous impact
on those who live in
suburban or rural areas.
Jennifer FitzPatrick,
a gerontologist and
professor at Johns
Hopkins University,
whose book, “Cruising
through Caregiving:
Reducing the Stress of
Caring for Your Loved
One,” sees driving
cessation as a source of
anger and frustration.
“It’s the idea that they have to
depend on someone and they lose their
privacy,” FitzPatrick says. A study by
the American Automobile Association
(AAA) found that seniors who stopped
driving were twice as likely to experience
depression. Among family caregivers, the
dependency created by driving retirement
adds added work and stress. AARP says
that 80 percent of the 45 million adults
aged 65 and older in the U.S. live in cardependent communities.
Many advocates of driverless car
technology think that when they are
mobile longer, it means a better quality
of life for them and for caregivers.
FitzPatrick sees the advent of driverless
cars as incredibly exciting. And she says
older adults who still drive are more
cautious. They stay closer to home and
only drive during the daytime.
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Find the 10 . . . and Win 25

F

ind the 10 things that are different between the two
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and
your submission will go into a drawing for a $25 Gift
Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag
along with the name of the certificate winner.
Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311
or gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone number and/or email
address. All entries must be submitted by May 15, 2016.
Name:__________________________________________________
Company:______________________________________________
Phone:__________________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________

Your 10 Finds
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________
6._______________________________________
7._______________________________________
8._______________________________________
9._______________________________________
10._______________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill ❏ Ford’s Fish Shack
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Puzzle Meter easy

difficult

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

™

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.
Kyle McKibbin of Graphic Prints won the Find the 10.
He chose a Blue Ridge Grill gift card as his prize.
1. Top middle missing lights
2. Clock different times
3. Left missing banner
4. 3rd floor middle column missing
5. Right column has 2 extra lines
6. 2nd floor left flowers bigger
7. 2nd floor right flowers missing
8. 2nd floor middle post longer
9. 1st floor middle sign blue
10. 1st floor right missing person
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